Real time large scale streaming data pose major challenges to forecasting, in particular defying the presence of human experts to perform the corresponding analysis. We present here a class of models and methods used to develop an automated, scalable and versatile system for large scale forecasting oriented towards safety and security monitoring. Our system provides short and long term forecasts and uses them to detect safety and security issues in relation with multiple internet connected devices well in advance they might take place.
Introduction
As outlined in [1] , leveraging big data and real time analytics constitute two main research venues for OR/MS in the analytics age. Information and communication technologies (ICT) have experienced an exponential growth in the last few decades and most human activities, businesses and devices strongly depend on ICT [2] . With the advent of the Internet of Things (IoT), this interrelation will become even more evident and change dramatically the way in which different components of business and service systems interact.
In parallel, risks concerning the security of ICT systems are also growing, as pointed out e.g. in [3] . Such cyber risks can be of natural origin or man-made, the latter potentially originating from human failure or intentional interests, as in cyber crime. This actually constitutes currently a major global threat, as reflected in the Global Risks Map 2018, [4] . As an example, [5] catalogues around 70 new potential cyber threats per minute, and estimates the annual cost to the global economy from cyber crime to be above 400 billion USD. This impact highlights the need for developing solid cybersecurity risk management frameworks and the central role that these will play in business security in the near future. In addition, the increasing significance and availability of data in every business-related activity emphasizes data-driven approaches to improve cybersecurity decision making. As an example, [6] provides a set of standards and guidelines supporting such frameworks, including several key cybersecurity activities. Two of them refer to continuous safety monitoring of Internet Connected Devices (ICDs) and anomaly detection. This has led to the development of tools that periodically collect high frequency information from the ICDs of an organisation to support their monitoring. Given the increasing relevance of ICT, we may need to face organisations with several hundred thousands of ICDs from which we obtain tens of variables every few minutes. This poses tremendous challenges in processing such enormous amounts of data and making the relevant forecasts and decisions in real time to mitigate, sufficiently in advance, potential or actual safety and security issues in a network. In particular, it is virtually impossible to analyse each individual device time series through people, creating the need for an automated framework and system. Moreover, within this context, many classical time series analysis models become useless, either because they cannot tackle a huge amount of high frequency data, or because they cannot be used in an automated fashion, due to the versatility of the series that need to be faced.
We introduce in this paper a framework for time series monitoring and anomaly detection which serves as basis for a system for large scale safety and security network monitoring. Functionally, we require the system to be:
• Automatic. Given the huge amount of series to be monitored, intervention of humans in the process should be kept to a minimum.
• Scalable. The approach should be scalable both in time and memory space. It should be fast to be able to cope with many very high frequency time series. In addition, due to the huge amount of time series to be monitored, it should be able to summarize each series with just a few parameters, avoiding storage of the whole series.
• Versatile. Time series may be of different nature and have different characteristics such as linear growth, seasonality or outbursts. The approach should be able to deal with all these particularities in an automated fashion. In addition, the time series features may change over time and, thus, the framework should be able to adapt fastly.
Earlier work in network monitoring does not fully cover the above requirements. In his classic paper [7] , Brutlag proposed a simple approach based on Holt-Winters forecasting; however, model parameters need to be set and tuned for each model to work well, complicating automation. In addition, his technique is not capable of tracking several seasonal periods, reducing its versatility. In [8] , the authors recently proposed an analyst-in-the-loop algorithm which makes use of human and automated tasks, precluding full automation. Moreover, they essentially frame the monitoring problem as a curve-fitting exercise using Generalized Additive Models, not fully taking into account the temporal dependence structure in the data. This way, the dynamic nature of the algorithm and its adaptability to sudden changes are essentially lost. In [9] a tool is presented for anomaly detection based on a seasonal trend loess decomposition together with the Generalized Extreme Student Deviation (GESD) test to detect anomalies. This algorithm handles anomaly detection issues, but does not accomplish other important monitoring tasks in relation with forecasting potentially dangerous future events. The main shortcoming is its rigidity in adapting to situations in which the signal features change considerably. Classification and regression trees (CART), [10] , are also popular methods for anomaly detection. They may be used to provide point and interval forecasts as well as detect anomalies through GESD or Grubbs' tests; their main disadvantage is that a growing number of features can impact computational performance quickly, jeopardising scalability. ARIMA models have also been widely used in this area [11] . These models assume that the signal under study is stationary, possibly after differencing, which is not always the case in many network monitoring time series. In addition, numerous parameters such as the number of differences should be selected in advance, complicating automation. Finally, long short-term memory (LSTM) neural networks, if properly built, may perform successfully in anomaly detection tasks [12] . However, their main drawback stems from the complex work required to adjust them to reach a proper performance level, rendering automation virtually infeasible.
Our approach represents a step towards the achievement of a completely automated, scalable and versatile system for time series monitoring and anomaly detection in the specific area of network safety and security. In this domain, aberrant behaviour identification is often based on heuristic methods developed by analysts, and it usually lacks predictive capabilities. The framework we propose aims at providing such predictive power to the main monitoring system in a fully automated way. For that purpose, it uses a Bayesian approach differentiating between continuous and discrete series. For continuous ones, we use a modified version of dynamic linear models (DLM) [13] , that incorporates into the monitoring system the eventual existence of regular outbursts originated by physical processes such as backups or compressions, specially relevant in our application domain. A main advantage of DLMs is that they can be constructed using different blocks capturing each of the specific features of the time series. We provide an effective way to automatically identify the involved models. In addition, these models summarize the relevant aspects of the series in a few parameters, facilitating space scalability. Moreover, computation of the predictive distributions is relatively fast, thus making the approach time scalable after appropriate tunning. For discrete series, we use discrete time Markov chains [14] , which fulfill also our requirements above.
The structure of the paper is as follows. A description of the models and their goals are given in Section 2, together with how models are identified and how forecasts are made. This helps us in covering the versatility and automaticity requirements. We then discuss implementation details in Section 3, covering scalability requirements. We end up with some concluding remarks.
Problem formulation and model description
Consider, for the moment, the case of monitoring a single time series which, in our case, will refer to some performance measure of an ICD. Associated with the series, there are two reference values, designated warning (W ) and critical (C), linked with observation levels such that, if exceeded, should lead to issuing warning and critical signals, respectively. For example, for a storage disk, we could be monitoring its usage and set C = 0.95, meaning that when we reach a saturation of 95%, disk performance might degrade and even collapse, inducing a loss. Such thresholds will depend on the device and its overall relevance. Observe that we have established a two-level alarm system in order to try to get richer information about potential failures of the monitored device. In the above example, W = 0.9 would allow us to raise awareness before it is too late.
As pointed out, several key cybersecurity activities are related with safety monitoring and anomaly detection within time series, which, in turn, we shall base on forecasting by:
i. Making short term forecasts. These allow us to:
-Identify anomalous behaviour of the series when observed values do not lie within predictive intervals. This is related with security and could be useful in pointing critical issues in advance or detecting intruders in a system.
-Identify unsafe behaviour when the predictive intervals cover the W and/or C thresholds.
ii. Making long term forecasts. These allow us to foresee critical issues sufficiently in advance when the W and/or C thresholds appear in the long-term predictive intervals: critical values that lie within them point to potentially problematic behaviour in the future.
To accomplish such tasks, we need procedures to make point and interval predictions of the involved time series. The width of the intervals should be adaptable to control for false positives, as well as to take into account the value of the corresponding asset. Whenever the predictions reach either level W or level C, an alarm should be issued, being stronger in the latter case. In addition, we should emphasize alarms whenever several of them occur at consecutive time periods. Depending on the specific nature of the series considered, a suitable model for each case becomes necessary. We first describe the models used for continuous time series network monitoring and, then, those for discrete time series.
Continuous time series
Typical continuous time series examples in our domain include device load and disk storage. For a given organisation, let Z n be the n-th observation of a relevant continuous variable monitored. If h is the monitoring period, as configured by the user, Z n represents the observation at time n · h. D n represents the values observed before such time and is recursively defined through D n = D n−1 ∪ {z n }.
Model Definition
Based on intensive exploratory analysis of numerous time series in our domain, we have identified the following relevant types in high frequency traffic monitoring:
• Series with a level or linear trend, possibly varying in time.
• Series with a level or linear trend together with one (or more) seasonal terms, typically describing daily and/or weekly variations. • Series with a level or linear trend, together with several outburst terms, typically associated with compression or backup processes.
• Series with a level or linear trend together with one (or more) seasonal blocks as well as several outburst terms.
As an example, Figure 1 shows the average load of a device that goes through a backup process every night producing instantaneous load outbursts. This series would lie within the third type above.
As a consequence of the relevant types of series identified, the general expression that we shall adopt for our models will be
where Y n designates a linear trend block; S n designates the seasonal block(s); B n designates the outburst block(s); and, finally, n designates a noise term. Note that not all three blocks will need to be included in specific cases as explained here. We describe a procedure to automatically identify such blocks in Section 2.1.2. We outline first their definition.
The trend and seasonal terms are specifications of DLMs [13] . We consider for them the general, normal DLM with univariate observation X n , where X n corresponds either to the linear trend or the seasonal term. They are characterized by the quadruple {F n , G n , V n , W n }: for each n, F n is a known vector of dimension m × 1, G n is a known m × m matrix, V n is a known variance, and W n is a known m × m variance matrix. The model is then succinctly written as Observation:
where θ n represents the state variable at time n. We specify now the general model for the required blocks, which we may combine using the superposition principle [13, p. 186-188] . The trend model is a specification of the DLM with constant F n and G n through
In turn, the basic seasonal model with period s is a specification of the DLM with constant F n and G n
Typical periods that we incorporate are s = 288 for 5 minute data and s = 144 for 10 minute data. For larger periods, we might use a Fourier decomposition and work with a few of the Fourier components [15, p. 102-109] . For both models we use V n = 1; however, this parameter could be assessed using e.g. maximum likelihood estimation. The variance matrix W n , is defined by a discount principle with discount 0.95 [13, p. 193-200] .
In case some outburst processes are detected, then at the corresponding times, the DLM model is turned off and the analysis of these points is made separately. To this end we use a normal model for each particular outburst process
with mean µ and variance σ 2 . Here, n p would represent the index of the p-th outburst of a given type.
Model Identification
By default, we use as baseline a linear trend block on top of which we add seasonal and outburst blocks when such effects seem relevant. These are identified as follows:
• Seasonal component: We store the lags t i at which sign changes in the sample autocorrelation function of the series take place. We then calculate the difference between the closest non-consecutive lags, (t i+2 − t i ) for i = {1, · · · , j − 2}, assuming that there are j changes, and compute the mean (m) and variance (s 2 ) of differences. If s/m < r, where r is an adjustable threshold, we include a seasonal component with nearest integer to m as the estimated seasonality. Figure 2 represents the autocorrelation of a series of period 144 in a specific case. • Outbursts: We first search through the dataset looking for times in which the data lie outside γ standard deviations from the estimated mean of the series, with γ an adjustable threshold. For these times we record how many instances b j of the same type of outburst occur, e.g for analyzing daily-regular outbursts we take a certain number of days and count in how many of them does a peak appear at the same hour. After a sufficiently long time, we declare that this is an identified regular outburst process if
where b is the number of periodical time intervals in the data used for model identification purposes, e.g. the total number of days in our previous example. q is a repetition threshold that can be tuned to make peak selection stricter. Condition (1) suggests that peaks need to appear, at least, q×b times throughout the data timespan to be considered as a part of a regular outburst process.
For this identification process, we use a large enough amount of data, able to capture the main features of the time series under study. In our application domain, where daily and weekly effects are the most relevant, 5 weeks is usually enough.
Priors
It could be the case that we have available prior information for specific monitored series. This will typically entail improved performance in terms of faster fitting. However, to automate the approach we need to be generic and we have adopted specific priors as follows:
Linear term. The adopted prior is N (m 0 , C 0 ), where
Seasonal term. We use again an N (m 0 , C 0 ) prior. s being the period, we adopt as m 0 a vector of 0's of dimension s − 1. The covariance matrix, of dimension (s − 1) × (s − 1), takes the form:
where A is a large positive value and B is a negative value defined so that the sum of every row and column is zero. Thus, we set B = − A s−2
.
Outburst term. We use a noninformative prior
Model Forecasting
We describe how we make forecasts with the above models. In [15, p. 53-55] it is provided the closed form of the one-step ahead predictive distribution N (f n , Q n ) of X n |D n−1 , affecting both the trend and seasonal terms, and their superposition thereof. As a consequence:
• The pointwise forecast at the next period n is E[X n |D n−1 ] = f n .
• If u n and l n represent, respectively, the upper and lower bounds of the predictive interval, they are defined through
where z 1−α/2 is the 1 − α/2 quantile of the standard normal distribution, being α the desired probability level of the predictive interval, which may be chosen by design, e.g. depending on the asset value of the corresponding device. By default, we use α = 0.95.
k-step ahead forecasts are also relevant in our context, both for short and long term. If we use a n (k) = E[θ n+k |D n ], f n (k) = E(Y n+k |D n ), and Q n (k) = V ar(Y n+k |D n ), [15, p. 70-71] provide closed forms for such means and variances. As a consequence:
• The k-step ahead point forecast for the trend term at time n is f n (k) = a n (0) + a n (1)k.
• The k-step point forecast for the seasonal term at time n is
Prediction intervals take a similar form as in (2) . For the outbursts, for simplicity, let us index the peaks of a particular type with p, the number of observed outbursts of such type until the corresponding time. Then
where µ p is the sample mean after observing p outbursts of the type being studied, and σ 2 p is the sample variance. We may update recursively the parameters through
where X p is the value of the series at the time corresponding to the p-th outburst of the given type. Then,
• The interval forecast is
where t 1−(α/2),p+1 is the 1 − α/2 quantile of the t-distribution with p − 1 degrees of freedom, with α as above.
Finally, for general forecasts, we first distinguish between regular points and outbursts. For regular points, the prediction is based on the superposition of the involved DLM components. However, if the prediction refers to an outburst, the DLM model is switched off and the outburst forecast is used.
Discrete time series
A typical discrete time series examples in our domain include the number of petitions to a server. We briefly sketch the approach with this type of series. For further details see [14] . We use finite, time homogeneous Markov chains {X n }, with states {1, . . . , K}, where K = C + c, is the stated critical level plus a small integer c. We write the transition matrix as P = (p ij ) where p ij = P (X n = j|X n−1 = i), for i, j ∈ {1, . . . , K}. Should it exist, the stationary distribution π is the unique solution of π = πP, π i ≥ 0, π i = 1.
We assimilate the monitored data D n to observing n successive transitions of the Markov chain, say X 1 = x 1 , . . . , X n = x n , given the known initial state X 0 = x 0 . A natural prior for P is defined by letting p i = (p i1 , . . . , p iK ) have a Dirichlet distribution p i ∼ Dir (α α α i ) where α α α i = (α i1 , . . . , α iK ) for i = 1, . . . , K. Then, the posterior is p i |D n ∼ Dir (α α α i ) where α ij = α ij + n ij for i, j = 1, . . . , K; being n ij ≥ 0 the number of observed transitions from state i to state j. Specifically, the prior adopted is given by the coefficients of the corresponding Dirichlet distributions presented in the following matrix of dimension
In our case, due to the high frequency of the time series involved, the most-likely behaviour for a certain state is to remain in its position, followed by one-state transitions. The rest of transitions are less likely. We model this behaviour by setting α > β > γ. In particular, our default values are α = 10, β = 8 and γ = 2. As before, the proposed prior is general, flexible and useful to deal with the cases we have found in network monitoring, facilitating a generic automated approach. We predict the next value of the Markov chain, at time n + 1, using our estimates of the transition probabilities
where
The pointwise prediction will then be K j=1 j · p nj . Once the prediction of the next value is performed, we can also calculate the prediction interval around such estimation. If i is the last visited state and α is the probability of the one step ahead predictive interval, we get its upper and lower bounds u n+1 and l n+1 , using Algorithm 1. Notice that discrete time series have both maximum and minimum states, here K and 1 respectively. k > 1 steps ahead predictions are more complex. For small k, we can use
which gives a sum of Dirichlet expectation terms. However, as k increases, the evaluation of this expression becomes computationally infeasible in our domain. Thus, we Data: Last visited state: i. Transition probabilities: p i,j for j = 1, 2, . . . , K. Initialization: sum = p i,i , u n+1 = i, l n+1 = i ; while sum < α do if u n+1 = K then continue, interval stops growing upwards; else u n+1 = u n+1 + 1; sum = sum + p i,u n+1 ; end if l n+1 = 1 then continue, interval stops growing downwards; perform approximately by calculating the k th power of the matrix of expected values of the probabilities, P k , and using
Our interest also lies in the stationary distribution of the chain. For high dimensional chains as the ones we need to deal with, we use the approximation π =πP,
Once this equation is solved, we can useπ i 0, the approximate stationary distribution, to produce long-term forecasts.
Implementation
This section describes the implementation and use of the approach presented in Section 2, which referred to a single monitored series focusing on versatility and automation. Here we describe aspects in relation with having to deal with several hundred thousands of monitored series sampled over periods ranging from 1 to 10 minutes, depending on the criticality of the corresponding device. We thus cover the speed and space scalability features mentioned above.
The general strategy followed for each time series is described in Figure 3 . Once the series is incorporated into the monitoring system, a first distinction is made between whether it is continuous or discrete. In this last case, the system uses the Markov model in Section 2.2. Otherwise, the model identification process presented in Section 2.1.2 is implemented. Once the blocks have been identified, the appropriate dynamic model in Section 2.1.1 is used. After fitting the corresponding models based on a sufficient amount of data, forecasts may be made and alarms raised in case an anomalous behaviour is detected or reaching critical values is predicted, either in the short or medium terms. The implementation has been carried out through the creation of an objectoriented python package linked with a core monitoring system. Each time series monitored will be associated with a particular object that includes all methods required to accomplish predictive monitoring tasks. The package is structured as in receives the data and timestamps of the training period of each series and generates a classifier object. Its attributes contain the characteristics needed to identify the class of models to be used in the analysis of that particular time series. Once this object is constructed, using it together with the data and timestamps, a gen object is created. This is the general class whose methods depend on the model relevant for the particular time series, which will ultimately be used to undertake the forecasting, anomaly and critical value detection. Among these, we highlight the update method, which incorporates new data to the current model and updates the parameters in a Bayesian manner, and the predict method, which performs k-step ahead predictions, returning point and interval forecasts, providing the basis to construct the specific critical and anomaly detection functions that raise the alarms.
Short term forecasts are needed for safety and security purposes. Given D n , we produce forecasts using the predict method for future observations x n+1 , x n+2 , x n+3 , · · · up to a certain time (n+k)·h, with k defined by the user. k = 3 is the default value. Forecasts are delivered as predictive intervals [l n+i , u n+i ] with probability level configurable by the user. These could be used to detect aberrant behaviour within the time series: when the next observation x n+1 does not lie in the predictive interval [l n+1 , u n+1 ], a warning of unexpected behaviour is displayed pointing to a potential security issue. Our implementation modulates the warning depending on the number of consecutive intervals in which this warning needs to be launched. So as to control for false positives, alarms could be issued just when the number of violations exceeds certain threshold within a moving window of fixed number of time steps, as suggested in [7] . Short term predictions also serve for safety monitoring tasks. Specifically, when W or C lie within a predictive interval [l n+j , u n+j ] for one j ∈ {1, 2, ..., k}, an alarm pointing to potentially high value of x should be issued. The higher the number of intervals covering the particular level, the more intense would be the alarm. Figure 5: Short term forecasting using 95% one-step ahead predictive intervals.
We illustrate both functionalities through a practical example in Figure 5 (a). In this case, an intense unexpected behaviour alarm would be issued around 2 AM as there are four measurements outside the corresponding predictive intervals. In addition, an alarm concerning a potentially high value of the series would be issued at 1:40, because the predictive intervals exceed the warning and critical levels at 1:50 and 2:00, respectively. A similar example using discrete time series is in Figure 5(b) . Long term forecasts are used to accomplish safety monitoring tasks: we try to ascertain whether critical levels will be reached with sufficiently high probability in the long term. In principle, it could be done using predictive intervals as we do with short term predictions and illustrated in Section 2.1.4. However, since the system must monitor hundreds of thousands of high frequency time series in real time and, consequently, must perform under a very narrow time window, we need to make a compromise: although the calculation of predictive intervals is doable as in Section 2.1.4, long term we will just focus on point forecasts. This allows for a drastic improvement in the computational costs of running the involved algorithms, as we can use explicit expressions to make the forecasts (and obviate the costly computation of predictive variances): we use as point forecasts z n+j , the midpoint of intervals [l n+j , u n+j ], and try to find out the first j 1 such that z n+j 1 > W and the first j 2 such that z n+j 2 > C. This allows us to identify, well in advance, time instants in which critical values might be reached, as we may provide explicit expressions of such inequalities. Indeed, in the linear case, from (3), we try to find the first j i , i = 1, 2 such that
an (1) , j 2 > C−an (0) an (1) , assuming that a n (1) > 0. Similarly, with a seasonal block, from (4), we try to find the first j i , i = 1, 2 such that a n (0) j 1 mod s > W, a n (0) j 2 mod s > C, if any. Finally, when the model contains linear and seasonal blocks, we compute j 1 (and similarly j 2 ) through while a n (0) + a n (1)k + a n (0) k mod s < W do k = k + 1; j 1 = k; end where a n (0) are the parameters of pointwise k-step ahead forecast for the seasonal trend, and a n (0), a n (1) are those of the linear trend. A practical example of this type of forecast is illustrated in Figure 6 . There, the time series is not expected to cross neither warning nor critical levels in the next five hours. However, if the linear growth in the main trend does not change, both levels could be reached. In order to control for false positives we could define a relevance time window, only raising an alarm when anomalous behaviour occurs inside it and neglecting them, otherwise.
For long term forecasting with discrete time series, we use the stationary distribution in (6) . If the sum of probabilities assigned to the states that lie above the warning (critical) level is higher than a certain prestablished threshold, an alarm would be raised. This is illustrated in Figure 7 . In this case, if the warning (critical) threshold is at 0.07 or lower, an alarm should be raised. In any other case, the system would continue without issuing warning. We assessed the time performance of our approach with a stress test. For different models, we have sequentially added 15000 new data points through the update method, performing a short term prediction (30 minutes) and a long term prediction (5 hours) at each iteration. In particular, we tested four models: a model with a linear trend; one with a linear trend and a seasonal block with period 144; a model with a linear trend and an outburst block; and, finally, a Markov chain model with 50 states. In Table 1 , we show the mean, median, min and max times of the whole operation (update + short term prediction + long term prediction), for each of the models used. Time calculations have been performed in an Intel Core i7-3630UM, 2.40GHz × 8 machine. Table 1 : Mean, median, min and max times in seconds, of update, short term and long term prediction for different models.
Mean
The algorithm is fast enough, and consequently, able to cope with the typical very high frequency data of most security domains. Note though that the model including the seasonal trend is remarkably slower than the rest of models. This is to be expected since it includes a seasonal term with high period (144), which involves performing several operations with high dimensional matrices. Should better performance be required, we could use a Fourier decomposition of the seasonal trend, and work with a few of the most relevant Fourier components [15, p. 102-109] , although this would require a method to automate identification of such components. In terms of memory, the whole approach is constructed so that a fixed number of parameters are stored at any step of the calculations to further improve its performance. In the case of continuous time series, the linear part of the DLMs stores two 2-component vectors, the vector F and the mean of the state distribution m; three 2×2 matrices, the matrix G, the covariance matrix C of the state distribution and the system covariance; and a parameter corresponding to the observation variance. Similarly, the seasonal part stores two (s − 1)-component vectors, three (s − 1) × (s − 1) matrices and one parameter. The outburst term holds only two parameters corresponding to the mean and variance of the outburst distribution, for each type of peak detected. Finally, the Markov model for discrete time series employs only a k × k matrix that is updated at each step, where k corresponds to the number of states considered in the chain. This all means that in the worst case scenario, the model needs to store in memory O(s 2 ) parameters for the continuous case and O(k 2 ) for the discrete case, which is feasible in the cases being analyzed. These remarks, together with the time performance measures previously presented, show that the algorithm fulfills the time and space scalability request.
Discussion
The framework presented is very flexible when it comes to identify and model different behaviours that can be described in terms of basic components, as it happens in our application domain of network monitoring. This allows for a wide use through very different environments beyond our application domain, as we may use the same approach to monitor very distinct time series with varying intrinsic nature. Moreover, since the procedure just needs to store few parameters for each time series, we can say that it is scalable, both in terms of memory and runtime. The framework is amenable of parallel processing, making possible to monitor different batches of series in different cores, reinforcing this way the scalability request. In addition, thanks to our model identification procedure, our approach is able to work automatically with no human supervision. Another interesting advantage refers to updating series with missing data, which relatively frequently happens in our application domain. When there are missing values in the dataset, then the state carries no information and, therefore, the filtering distribution at such time is just the one-step-ahead predictive distribution of the previous time. The framework has been implemented and operates as part of a system controlling a network of more than three hundred thousand devices, even taking into account that each of them provides several very high-frequency time series.
Improvement of the algorithm can still be done, specially if we take into account specifics of the cases monitored. To this extent, using the possible hierarchy between monitored devices, model identification could be optimized, for example allowing for a faster regular outburst detection. Moreover, should there exist correlated time series in the database, these correlations could be used similarly to our advantage.
It is also possible to carry out an automatic performance evaluation of the algorithm. This could be done by computing the autocorrelation function of the residuals within a certain time-window. If for instance, a strong correlation in the first few lags is encountered, an autoregressive term could be added to the model. In other cases, when model performance deteriorates too much, an alarm could be issued, demanding the intervention of an analyst.
It may be also interesting to adjust in real time the width of the probability intervals taking into account the particular potential economical losses of false positives and negatives of the system. From this point of view, we may also find interesting to re-build the structure of the algorithm to try to produce long-term forecasts includ-ing the probability intervals as well, moving beyond the point-wise predictions here proposed for practical implementation.
